Integrated intravascular optical coherence tomography ultrasound imaging system
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Abstract. We report on a dual-modality optical coherence tomography (OCT) ultrasound (US) system for intravascular imaging. To the best of our knowledge, we have developed the first integrated OCT-US probe that combines OCT optical components with an US transducer. The OCT optical components mainly consist of a single-mode fiber, a gradient index lens for light-beam focusing, and a right-angled prism for reflecting light into biological tissue. A 40-MHz piezoelectric transducer (PZT-5H) side-viewing US transducer was fabricated to obtain the US image. These components were integrated into a single probe, enabling both OCT and US imaging at the same time. In vitro OCT and ultrasound images of a rabbit aorta were obtained using this dual-modality imaging system. This study demonstrates the feasibility of an OCT-US system for intravascular imaging, which is expected to have a prominent impact on early detection and characterization of atherosclerotic plaques. © 2010 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers. [DOI: 10.1117/1.3308642]
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1 Introduction

Atherosclerosis is one of the major causes of morbidity and mortality in developed countries. It is characterized by thickening of the arterial vessel wall due to atheromatous plaque, which may result in narrowing or even occlusion of arterial lumen. Vulnerable plaques are subject to rupture, causing most cases of myocardial infarction and stroke. Although the understanding of vulnerable plaques is still at an early stage, previous research has demonstrated that the thin-cap fibroatheroma (TCFA) accounts for ~80% of sudden cardiac death. TCFA have been histologically identified with the following pathological features: thin fibrous cap (<65 μm), large lipid pool, and macrophages near or within the fibrous cap. Biomedical imaging techniques, such as angiography, computed tomography, and magnetic resonance imaging, have been used to detect and assess atherosclerotic lesions. However, all three techniques can only reveal the shape of arterial lumen, which is often deceptive because the lumen area may remain unaffected until the final stages of the disease.

Currently, intravascular ultrasound (IVUS) has been increasingly used in the clinic for the diagnosis of atherosclerosis because it permits direct tomographic visualization of cross-sectional images of the vessel wall. However, the spatial resolution of IVUS is inadequate to distinguish the microstructure of TCFA, especially an accurate thickness of the thin fibrous cap. On the other hand, optical coherence tomography (OCT) is a newly developed optical-based technology that can provide real-time, high-resolution, three-dimensional images with micrometer resolution, which is 1-2 orders better than that of IVUS. OCT has been performed for intravascular imaging and evaluation of vulnerable plaques. The outstanding resolution advantage of OCT over other imaging modalities makes it “the only method demonstrated to be capable of measuring all of the microscopic features associated with TCFA to date.” However, the major drawback of OCT is its limited penetration depth. It is extremely difficult for OCT to image the whole depth of a large lipid pool within a TCFA that appears as a signal-poor region with an unclear border underlying the thin fibrous cap.

Recently, several research groups have demonstrated that the two imaging modalities provide complementary information for detecting TCFA. OCT’s high resolution enables an accurate thickness measurement of the fibrous cap, and IVUS provides whole penetration depth of the vessel wall. In addition, a minimal amount of flushing agent will be needed for OCT once the area of interest is found by IVUS. Recently, Sawada et al. studied the feasibility of the combined use of IVUS and OCT data (images acquired separately) for detecting TCFA within 56 patients. The results clearly showed that neither modality alone was sufficient for detecting TCFA and that the combined use of OCT and IVUS would significantly increase the sensitivity and specificity for detection of TCFA.

In this paper, we report on the development of an integrated intravascular OCT-ultrasound (US) imaging system that combines the high spatial resolution of OCT for accurate plaque characterization and the deep penetration depth of IVUS. In vitro imaging of a normal rabbit aorta was achieved by using this OCT-US system, which demonstrated the integrated system’s feasibility for intravascular imaging and potential in diagnosis and characterization of atherosclerotic plaques.

2 Materials and Methods

The schematic of the dual-modality probe that combines OCT optical components with an US transducer is shown in Fig. 1. A 0.5-mm-diam gradient index lens (NSG America, Inc., Somerset, NJ) was used to focus light from a single-mode fiber tip, followed by a microprism (Tower Optical Corp., Boynton Beach, FL) reflecting the focused light beam into tissue. These optical components were fixed and sealed in a transparent thin-wall polytetrafluoroethylene tubing (Zeus,
Inc., Orangeburg, SC) with an inner diameter of 0.6 mm and a wall thickness of 50 μm. The axial and lateral resolutions of the OCT system with probe are 8 and 20 μm, respectively. The rest of the bare optical fiber is protected by a 0.51-mm-diam flexible stainless steel tubing, which ensures efficient transmission of rotational torque from the rotary joint to the probe distal end. As for the US part, a single element, unfocused US piezoelectric PZT (PZT-5H, 40 MHz, aperture area 0.16 mm²) was fabricated with a fractional bandwidth of 50% at -6 dB. The measured two-way insertion loss for this miniature transducer is 26 dB at 40 MHz after compensating for attenuation in water, and its theoretical axial and lateral resolutions are approximately 38 and 400 μm, respectively. The OCT probe and US transducer were fixed side by side in a stainless steel tube housing on which a window was made to allow the light beam and sound wave to exit. The integrated OCT-US probe has a maximum outer diameter of 2.4 mm. To ensure coregistered images, the transducer element was placed next to the exit light beam so that both OCT and US viewed at approximately the same site during imaging.

The OCT-US probe is connected to the OCT-US system as shown in Fig. 2. In the swept-source OCT (SSOCT) system, as reported in Ref. 14, light from a SS (center wavelength, 1310 nm; FWHM bandwidth, 100 nm; output power, 2.7 mW; scanning rate, 20 kHz; Santec Corp., Komaki, Aichi, Japan) was split by an 80/20 1 × 2 coupler, with 80% of the power directed to the OCT-US probe and the remaining 20% to the reference arm. Two circulators were used in both arms to redirect backscattered and backreflected light to the two input ports of a 50/50 2 × 2 coupler for balanced detection. The detected OCT signal was digitized by a 14-bit data acquisition board (National Instrument Corp., Austin, TX) operating at a sampling rate of 33 MHz. As for the US part, a two-way pulse-echo measurement was performed using a pulser/receiver (Olympus NDT, Inc., Kennewick, WA). The detected US echo signal was digitized by a 12-bit data acquisition board (Gage Applied Technologies, Lockport, IL) working at the sampling rate of 400 MHz. A function generator (Agilent Technologies, Inc., Santa Clara, CA) provided a 2.5-KHz trigger signal to the pulser/receiver and the data acquisition board. Rotational scanning was achieved using a rotational motor and a rotary joint, which consisted of a fiber-optic rotary joint (Princetel, Inc., Pennington, NJ) and a homemade electrical slip ring, to enable transmission of both electrical and optical signals between rotary and stationary parts of the system.

A section of normal rabbit aorta was prepared and fixed in 10% formalin for 24 h and then preserved in phosphate buffer. During the experiment, the tissue was pinned to a piece of cork and immersed into saline, allowing simultaneous collection of both OCT and US signals. Rotational speed of the motor was set to 1 revolution/s.

3 Results and Discussion

In vitro imaging of normal rabbit aorta was performed using the integrated OCT-US system to demonstrate its feasibility in intravascular imaging, as shown in Fig. 3. It can be clearly indentified that the OCT image [Fig. 3(a)] offers higher reso-
In vitro images of normal rabbit aorta were acquired using this imaging system, which demonstrated its feasibility in intravascular imaging and its potential in detection and characterization of atherosclerotic plaques. Integration of the two imaging modalities combines the unique advantages of OCT and US, which cannot be obtained by using either of them alone; an integrated OCT-US probe can provide both OCT and US imaging simultaneously so that cost and physician’s time will be reduced significantly compared to using separate probes.
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Fig. 3 (a) OCT and (b) US images of rabbit aorta acquired by the dual-modality OCT-US imaging system.